Pulse Dance Company, formerly called “Full-FX”, was founded 27 years ago and
their humble beginnings started with just 8 passionate and talented
dancers! Today Pulse is one of the largest and longest running youth/teen
training programs and performance dance companies in our region.
The dancers are constantly motivated through a contagious spirit, positive
energy, and an abundance of opportunities for them to explore the world of
dance both inside the walls of the studio and beyond. The studio’s Competition
Team “Pulse Dance Company” is made up of over 100+ dancers from over 20
towns and cities. Students range from ages 6 - 18.

Competition dance is an accelerated program for the student dancer
who is interested in aggressively pursuing their own personal best. A
competitive dancer may or may not be interested in becoming a
professional dancer, dance teacher, or studio owner, but they are
definitely interested in exploring their own capacity for developing
their dancing ability to a higher degree.
At Studio for the Living Arts Dance Complex, we offer exceptional
instruction with a professional faculty, innovative and current
choreography, limitless opportunities, and professional mentorship.
Our competition dance experience is also offered at various levels of
commitment. The limitations to your training and level of dancing are
set by you, the dancer, and the dancer’s level of investment will
determine their rate of advancement. If you are willing to offer the
time and commitment required to become an exceptional dancer, we
can make that happen for you.
Our goal is to create a positive and supportive environment at the
studio while we develop diverse dancers that have a strong
understanding of technique, choreography, and performance.
We are very proud of our dance etiquette and team conduct which
are critical values that we require from our team mates as well as our
supportive dance families.

We are looking forward to another wonderful year with our
students!

